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Abstract

Octagon-Cell interconnected network can be viewed as an undirected graph, in which vertices and edges can be compared with processors and bidirectional communication links respectively between the processing elements. It has attractive features like small diameter and better bisection width and constant node degree. It is analyzed to arrive at fault-tolerant communication. A fault tolerant communication scheme for this network is described in this paper. Here an efficient routing scheme has been described which routes the horizontal moving messages from source node to the destination node in presence of faulty nodes/ link failure along the path. In this algorithm when a message is received by an intermediate node, it will consider itself a new source node.
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1. Introduction and Related Work

In an interconnection network, a fault tolerance scheme means the ability to continue operating in presence of faulty nodes / link failures [3]-[14]. If the number of interconnected processors rises, the probability of having faulty nodes increases and for successful transmission it is very much essential to find another fault free path [15], [22]-[24].

In parallel processing systems it is very necessary to select optimal paths for efficient inter process communication. In this system, if each and every processor has the status of all processors then an optimal routing can be possible. In a system it may be possible for each component suffers from hardware or software problem. If the system can’t handle the faulty problem, that is unreliable, inefficient [15]-[21].

A fault tolerant scheme has been proposed in hexagonal arrays [25]. It has been described that the routing scheme makes the reconstructed array transparent to the various algorithms utilizing the hexagonal array.

A mesh embedded interconnected hypercube network has been analyzed to arrive at fault tolerant communication. An efficient routing algorithm has been proposed that can route a message from
a source node to the destination in presence of fault free or single/multiple faulty nodes in mesh embedded hypercube interconnection networks [3].

A fault tolerant routing algorithm has been described for star interconnection network in the presence of faults [26]. A new fault tolerance algorithm has been described in hex-cell interconnection network and the algorithm guarantees the delivery of messages even with the presence of component failure [15].

In our paper a routing scheme has been introduced for interconnected processors, which communicates messages in a faulty octagon-cell. We have described the optimal routing algorithm for octagon-cell interconnected network along with its attractive features in [1]. Here we have derived the fault tolerant algorithm for horizontal moving messages in the network. An octagon-cell interconnected network has many attractive features such as constant node degree, desirable diameter, bisection width [1].

2. OCTAGON-CELL NETWORK TOPOLOGY

An octagon-cell has eight nodes. It has d levels numbered from 1 to d with depth d. Level 1 represents one octagon-cell. Level 2 represents eight octagon-cells surrounding the octagon-cell at level 1. Level 3 represents sixteen octagon-cells surrounding the eight octagon-cells at level 2 and so on [1].
We have described the optimal routing algorithm for octagon-cell network in [1]. Due to its recursive structure routing can be done easily. The level numbering scheme is used in the above algorithm. Each node in octagon-cell is identified by a pair \((X, Y)\), where \(X\) denotes the line number in which the node exists and \(Y\) denotes serial number of the node in that line. A node with the address \((1, 1)\) is the first node in first line. A node with the address \((1, 2)\) is the second node in first line and so on.

There are four cases for optimal routing for horizontal moving messages. In this paper we have derived the fault tolerant scheme for the following cases.

Case: 1 Fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal move for lines \(m \mod 3 = 1\)
[Move from left to right, if \((X_s = X_d && Y_s < Y_d)\)]

Case: 2 Fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal move for lines \(m \mod 3 = 1\)
[Move from right to left, if \((X_s = X_d && Y_s > Y_d)\)]

Case: 3 Fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal move for lines \(m \mod 3 \neq 1\)
[Move from left to right, if \((X_s = X_d && Y_s < Y_d)\)]

Case: 4 Fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal move for lines \(m \mod 3 \neq 1\)
[Move from right to left, if \((X_s = X_d && Y_s > Y_d)\)]

3. FAULT TOLERANT ROUTING ALGORITHM

3.1. Description of Model

We have derived the fault tolerance routing algorithm for octagon-cell interconnected network for horizontal moving messages. Here it is assumed that each node has information about its three consecutive nodes on the original optimal path in which it could have gone if there won’t be any faulty nodes, link failures and dead end state. Each node say ‘A’ checks its three consecutive nodes and links simultaneously along its original path. If any error occurs in one of three consecutive links or nodes, then the algorithm will work with respect to the address of source node at ‘A’.

When a signal passes from a source node to a destination, it is very much essential to find a path of non-faulty nodes. For this purpose, each node can store the information about its three consecutive nodes and links along the original path. There are three possible cases for a node in an octagon-cell network. That is:

a) There are fault free nodes / links along the original path. This is called normal state.
b) If any faulty node or link occurs in the original path, this situation is called faulty state. This situation can be handled by the nodes along the path, because each node in the path has the status of its three consecutive nodes and links. So the original path will be changed by using the algorithm.
c) One link has two nodes. If two nodes of a link are faulty, then this situation is called dead end state.
NOTE:

1. Since we have derived the fault tolerant scheme for the presence of faulty node or faulty link along the optimal path, so in all cases the link failure conditions have not been mentioned, because the algorithm for link failure case is equivalent to the node failure along the optimal path. That is if the link \((x_s, y_s) \rightarrow (x_s^*, y_s^*)\) is failed along the optimal path, then this situation is equivalent to the left node failure of this link. If the right node is failed, then this is equivalent to the link failed connecting to \((x_s^*, y_s^*)\) and \((x_s^{**}, y_s^{**})\).

2. The symbol “d” represents depth of the network and the word we have used in our algorithm “w.r.t” represents “with respect to”.

3.2. Description of the Fault Tolerant Scheme

When a message is to be sent from a source node to a destination node, the algorithm first finds the optimal path [1]. The message moves on that optimal path. In that path each and every node has the status about three consecutive nodes / links. If ‘B’ be the faulty node and ‘A’ be another fault free node on that path, then before reaching at ‘B’, the message first reaches at ‘A’. ‘A’ has the status about next three consecutive nodes / links. ‘B’ is the node amongst the three consecutive nodes. So at that situation, the message suddenly goes away from that original optimum path [1] and finds another fault free path with respect to node ‘A’. Else dead end may occur for which the message fails to reach at the destination. Let the optimal path be \(A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow D \rightarrow E \rightarrow F\), where the source node is ‘A’ and the destination node is ‘F’. If ‘F’ is faulty then dead end occurs. If ‘B’ or ‘C’ or ‘D’ is faulty, then the algorithm will work with respect to the node ‘A’. If ‘E’ is faulty, then the algorithm will work with respect to the node ‘B’. If the optimal path be \(A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow D\), where the source and destination nodes are ‘A’ and ‘D’ respectively and if faulty node is ‘B’ or ‘C’, then in this case the algorithm will work w.r.t the source node ‘A’.

3.3. Fault Tolerant Algorithm

The fault tolerant algorithm is based on the optimal routing scheme in octagon-cell network [1]. Here four main cases have been derived for fault tolerant scheme.

Case-1 Fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal move for lines m,
Where \(m \mod 3 = 1\) [move from left to right, if \((X_s = X_d \&\& Y_s < Y_d)\)]
If \((X_s < ([d*5] + (d-2)))\)

Sub case: 1-A1
If \((the\ original\ source\ node\ y_i\ is\ odd)\ &\&\ [\text{faulty\ node\ at}\ (x_s,\ y_{s+1})\ \|\ (\text{faulty\ node\ occurs\ in}\ \text{line}\ x_{s+1})\ \|\ (\text{at}\ (x_s,\ y_{s+2})\ \text{with\ respect\ to}\ \text{original\ source\ node}\ \|\ \text{Failure\ of\ any\ of\ 3\ consecutive\ links}])\)
Step-1 Move Vertical Top to Bottom till \((x_s = x_s + 3, y_s)\)
Step-2 If \(y_d\) is even
Move Horizontal Right till \((y_s = y_d)\)
Move Vertical Top till \((x_s = x_d)\)
Else if \(y_d\) is odd
Move Horizontal Right till \((y_s = y_d - 1)\)
Move \((x_{s-1}, y_s/2 + 1, x_{s}, y_d)\)
Move \((x_{s-1}, y_s, x_{s}, y_d)\)
Move \((x_s - 1, 2y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)

**Sub case: 1-B1**

Else if (Original source node \(y_s\) is even) && (faulty node is any of 3 consecutive neighbors of original source node)

Step-1 Move Horizontal Left till \((y_s = y_s - 1)\) && Go to Step-1 and Step-2 of Sub case 1-A1

**Sub case: 1-C1**

Else if \((\text{faulty node} = x_s + 1 \text{ w.r.t the node} (x_s, y_s))\), where \((x_s, y_s)\) is any node on the path other than the original source node) && (faulty node is not the neighbor of \((x_d, y_d)\))

Step-1 Move Vertical to Bottom till \((x_s = x_s + 1)\)
Step-2 Move \((x_s + 1, 2y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-3 Go to Step-2 of Sub case 1-A1

**Sub case 1-D1**

Else if faulty node \((x_s = x_d) && y_s\) is odd or even w.r.t their respective nodes)

Step-1 Go to Sub case-1-A1

**Sub case 1-E1**

Else if \((y_d\) is even) && (faulty node is neighbor of \((x_d, y_d)\) i.e. at the line \(x_d\)) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)

Step-1 Move \((x_s + 1, y_s, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-2 Move Vertical Bottom till \((x_s = x_s + 3)\)
Step-3 Move Horizontal Right till \((y_s = y_d)\)
Step-4 Move Vertical Top till \((x_s = x_s + 3)\)

**Sub case 1-F1**

Else if \((y_d\) is odd) && (faulty node is neighbor of \(y_d\) i.e. at the line \(x_d+1)\) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)

Step-1 Move \((x_s + 1, y_s, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-2 Move \((x_s + 1, 2y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-3 Move Horizontal Right till \((y_s = y_d + 1)\)
Step-4 Move Vertical Top till \((x_s = x_s - 3)\)
Step-5 Move Horizontal Left till \((y_s = y_s - 1)\)

Else if \((X_s = [(d*5) + (d-2)])\)

**Sub case: 1-A2**

If (the original source node \(y_s\) is odd) && [faulty node at \((x_s, y_s+1)\) || faulty node occurs in line \((x_s+1)\) || at \((x_s, y_s+2)\) with respect to original source node) || Failure of any of 3 consecutive links]

Step-1 Move Vertical Top till \((x_s = x_s - 3, y_s)\)
Step-2 If \(y_d\) is even
Move Horizontal Right till \( (y_s = y_d) \)
Move Vertical Bottom till \( (x_s = x_d) \)
Else if \( y_d \) is odd
Move Horizontal Right till \( (y_s = y_d - 1) \)
Move \( (x_s + 1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d) \)
Move \( (x_s + 1, y_s, x_d, y_d) \)
Move \( (x_s + 1, 2y_s - 1, x_d, y_d) \)

Sub case 1-B2

Else if (Original source node \( y_s \) is even) && (faulty node is any of 3 consecutive neighbors of original source node)
Step-1 Move Horizontal Left till \( (y_s = y_{s-1}) \)
Step-2 Go to Step -2 of Sub case 1-A2

Sub case: 1-C2

Else if (faulty node = \( x_d - 1 \) w.r.t the node \( (x_s, y_s) \), where \( (x_s, y_s) \) is any node on the path other than the original source node) && (faulty node is not the neighbor of \( (x_d, y_d) \))
Step-1 Move \( (x_{s-1}, y_s, x_d, y_d) \)
Step-2 Move \( (x_{s-1}, 2y_s - 1, x_d, y_d) \)
Step-3 Go to Step-2 of Sub case 1-A2

Sub case 1-D2

Else if faulty node \( (x_s = x_d \) && \( y_s \) is odd or even w.r.t their respective nodes)
Step-1 Go to Sub case-1-A2

Sub case 1-E2

Else if \( y_d \) is even) && (faulty node is neighbor of \( y_d \) i.e. at the line \( x_d \) ) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)
Step-1 Move Vertical Top till \( (x_s = x_{s-3}) \)
Step-2 Move Horizontal Right till \( (y_s = y_d) \)
Step-3 Move Vertical Bottom till \( (x_s = x_{s+3}) \)

Sub case 1-F2

Else if \( y_d \) is odd) && (faulty node is neighbor of \( y_d \) i.e. at the line \( x_d \) -1) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)
Step-1 Move \( (x_{s+1}, y_s, x_d, y_d) \)
Step-2 Move \( (x_{s+1}, 2y_{s-1}, x_d, y_d) \)
Step-3 Move Horizontal Right till \( (y_s = y_{d+1}) \)
Step-4 Move Vertical Bottom till \( (x_s = x_{s+3}) \)
Step-5 Move Horizontal Left till \( (y_s = y_{s+1}) \)

NOTE: We have explained the optimal routing schemes in all directions in [1]. So the Horizontal moves and Vertical moves follow the algorithms in [1].
Example: Let \((X_s, Y_s) = (1, 3), (X_d, Y_d) = (1, 8)\) and the faulty node at \((1,4)\).

Using the algorithm of Horizontal moves [1], we have the optimal path to reach the destination is: \((1,3) \rightarrow (1,4) \rightarrow (2,3) \rightarrow (1,5) \rightarrow (1,6) \rightarrow (2,4) \rightarrow (1,7) \rightarrow (1,8)\). The shortest path length is 7.

Now using the above algorithm we have the following fault free path.
\((1,3) \rightarrow (2,2) \rightarrow (3,2) \rightarrow (4,3) \rightarrow (4,4) \rightarrow (5,3) \rightarrow (4,5) \rightarrow (4,6) \rightarrow (5,4) \rightarrow (4,7) \rightarrow (4,8) \rightarrow (3,5) \rightarrow (2,5) \rightarrow (1,8)\). The path length is 13.

Figure 3: [we have drawn only first 7 lines of the Octagon-Cell network of depth 4, which shows the fault free path]

**Case: 2** Fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal move for lines \(m\),
Where \(m \mod 3 = 1\) [Move from right to left, if \((X_s = X_d \&\& Y_s > Y_d)\)]

If \((X_s < [(d*5) + (d-2)])\)

**Sub case 2-A1**

If \([(\text{the original source node } y_s \text{ is even}) \&\& (\text{faulty node at } (x_s,y_s-1) \ll \text{faulty node occurs in line } x_s+1 \ll \text{at } (x_s, y_s-2))\) with respect to original source node \ll \text{failure of any of 3 consecutive links}]

Step-1 Move Vertical Bottom till \((x_s= x_s +3)\)
Step-2 If \(y_d\) is even
   Move Horizontal Left till \((y_s = y_d -1)\)
   Move \((x_s-1, y_s/2 +1, x_d, y_d)\)
   Move \((x_s-1, y_s, x_d, y_d)\)
   Move \((x_s-1, 2y_s-1, x_d, y_d)\)
   Move \((x_s, y_s + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
   Else if \(y_d\) is odd
      Move Horizontal Left till \((y_s = y_d)\)
      Move Vertical Top till \((x_s = x_d)\)

**Sub case: 2-B1**

Else if \((\text{Original source node } y_s \text{ is odd}) \&\& (\text{faulty node is any of 3 consecutive neighbors of original source node})\)

Step-1 Move \((x_s, y_s+1, x_d, y_d)\)
   Go to Sub case: 2-A1
Sub case: 2-C1

Else if (faulty node = x_s+1 w.r.t the node (x_s, y_s), where (x_s, y_s) is any node on the path other than the original source node)
   Step-1 Move Vertical Bottom till (x_s = x_s +1)
   Step-2 Move (x_s+1, 2y_s − 2, x_d, y_d)
   Step-3 Go to step-2 of sub case: 2-A1

Sub case 2-D1

Else if faulty node (x_s = x_d) && (y_s is odd or even w.r.t their respective nodes)
   Step-1 Go to Sub case-2-A1

Sub case 2-E1

Else if (y_d is even) && (faulty node is neighbor of y_d i.e. at the line x_d+1) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)
   Step-1 Move (x_s+1, y_s, x_d, y_d)
   Step-2 Move (x_s+1, 2y_s−2, x_d, y_d)
   Step-3 Move Horizontal to Left till (y_s = y_d−1)
   Step-4 Move Vertical Top till (x_s = x_s−3)
   Step-5 Move Horizontal right till (y_s = y_s+1)

Sub case 2-F1

Else if (y_d is odd) && (faulty node is neighbor of y_d i.e. at the line x_d) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)
   Step-1 Move Vertical Bottom till (x_s = x_s+3)
   Step-2 Move Horizontal Left till (y_s = y_d)
   Step-3 Move Vertical Top till (x_s = x_s−3)
Else if (X_s = [(d*5) + (d−2)])

Sub case 2-A2

If [(the original source node y_s is even) && (faulty node at (x_s, y_s-1) || faulty node occurs in line (x_s-1) || at (x_s, y_s-2) with respect to original source node)]
   Step-1 Move Vertical Top till (x_s= x_s-3, y_s)
   Step-2 If y_d is even
      Move Horizontal Left till (y_s = y_d - 1)
      Move (x_s+1, y_s/2 +1, x_d, y_d)
      Move (x_s+1, y_s, x_d, y_d)
      Move (x_s+1, 2y_s-1, x_d, y_d)
      Move Horizontal Left till (y_s = y_d)
   Else if (y_d is odd)
      Move Horizontal Left till (y_s = y_d)
      Move Vertical Bottom till (x_s = x_d)
Sub case 2-B2

Else if (Original source node $y_s$ is odd) && (faulty node is any of 3 consecutive neighbors of original source node)
  Step-1 Move Horizontal Right till ($y_s = y_s + 1$)
  Step-2 Go to Sub case 2-A2

Sub case 2-C2

Else if (faulty node = $x_s - 1$ w.r.t the node $(x_s, y_s)$, where $(x_s, y_s)$ is any node on the path other than the original source node)
  Step-1 Move Vertical Top till ($x_s = x_s - 1$)
  Step-2 Move ($x_s - 1, 2y_s - 2, x_d, y_d$)
  Step-3 Move step 2 of Sub case 2-A2

Sub case 2-D2

Else if faulty node ($x_s = x_d$) && ($y_s$ is odd or even w.r.t their respective nodes)
  Step-1 Go to Sub case-2-A2

Sub case 2-E2

Else if ($y_d$ is even) && (faulty node is neighbor of $y_d$ i.e. at the line $x_d-1$) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)
  Step-1 Move ($x_s - 1, y_s, x_d, y_d$)
  Step-2 Move ($x_s - 1, 2y_s - 2, x_d, y_d$)
  Step-3 Move Horizontal Left till ($y_s = y_d - 1$)
  Step-4 Move Vertical Bottom till ($x_s = x_d$)
  Step-5 Move Horizontal Right till ($y_s = y_d$)

Sub case 2-F2

Else if ($y_d$ is odd) && (faulty node is neighbor of $y_d$ i.e. at the line $x_d$) && (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)
  Step-1 Move Vertical Top till ($x_s = x_s - 3$)
  Step-2 Move Horizontal Left till ($y_s = y_d$)
  Step-3 Move Vertical Bottom till ($x_s = x_s + 3$)

Example: Let $(X_s, Y_s) = (4, 8), (X_d, Y_d) = (4, 2)$ and the faulty node at $(5, 3)$ with depth 5.

Using the algorithm of Horizontal moves in [1], If all the nodes are fault free, then we have the optimal path to reach the destination is: $(4, 8) \rightarrow (4, 7) \rightarrow (5, 4) \rightarrow (4, 6) \rightarrow (4, 5) \rightarrow (5, 3) \rightarrow (4, 4) \rightarrow (4, 3) \rightarrow (5, 2) \rightarrow (4, 2)$. The shortest path length is 9.

Now using the above algorithm we have the following fault free path. $(4, 8) \rightarrow (4, 7) \rightarrow (5, 4) \rightarrow (6, 4) \rightarrow (7, 6) \rightarrow (7, 5) \rightarrow (8, 3) \rightarrow (7, 4) \rightarrow (7, 3) \rightarrow (8, 2) \rightarrow (7, 2) \rightarrow (7, 1) \rightarrow (6, 1) \rightarrow (5, 1) \rightarrow (4, 1) \rightarrow (4, 2)$. The path length is 15.
Figure 4: [we have drawn only first 10 lines of the Octagon-Cell network of depth 5, which shows the fault free path]

**Case: 3 Fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal move for lines m,**
Where \( m \mod 3 \neq 1 \) [Move from left to right, if \((X_s = X_d && Y_s < Y_d)\)]

**Sub case-3A1**

If (faulty node is any two consecutive node of original source node)
If \((x_s \mod 3 = 2)\) {
    Step-1 Move \((x_s + 1, y_s, x_d, y_d)\)
    Step-2 Move Horizontal Right till \((y_s = y_d)\)
    Step-3 Move Vertical Top till \((x_s = x_d)\)
} Else If \((x_s = 3n)\) {
    Step-1 Move \((x_s - 1, y_s, x_d, y_d)\)
    Step-2 Move Horizontal Right till \((y_s = y_d)\)
    Step-3 Move Vertical Bottom till \((x_s = x_d)\)
}

**Sub case-3B1**

If (faulty node is along the original source node) || (faulty node is the 3\(^{rd}\) consecutive w.r.t original source node)
If \((x_s \mod 3 = 2) \&\& \) (original source node \(x_s = 2\))
    { Go to Subcase-3A1 (If case)
    } Else If \((x_s > 2)\)
    Step-1 Move \((x_s - 1, 2y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
    Step-2 Move \((x_s, y_s + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
    Step-3 Move \((x_s - 1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
    Step-4 Move \((x_s + 1, 2y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
    Step-5 Move \((x_s, y_s + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
    Step-6 Move \((x_s + 1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
    Else If \((x_s = x_d) \&\& (y_s = y_d)\)
    Destination reached.
} Else Move Horizontal Right till destination reached

Else If \((x_s = 3n)\)
{ If \((x_s < [(d^5) + (d-2)]-1)\)
Step-1 Move \((x_s+1, 2y_s-1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-2 Move \((x_s, y_s+1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-3 Move \((x_s+1, y_s/2+1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-4 Move \((x_s-1, 2y_s-1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-5 Move \((x_s, y_s+1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-6 Move \((x_s-1, y_s/2+1, x_d, y_d)\)
Else If \((x_s = x_d) \&\& (y_s = y_d)\)
    Destination reached
Else Move Horizontal Move to Right till \((y_s = y_d) \&\& (x_s = x_d)\)

Else If \((x_s = [(d*5) + (d-2)\])-1)\)
    \{
    Step-1 Move \((x_s-1, y_s, x_d, y_d)\)
    Step-2 Move Horizontal Right till \((y_s = y_d)\)
    Step-3 Move Vertical Bottom till \((x_s = x_d)\)
    \}

Sub case-3C1

If \((x_s \mod 3 = 2) \&\& \text{(faulty node is at } x_s-1, \text{ where } x_s \text{ is original source node}) \&\& \text{(faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)}\)
\{
    If (faulty node \(y_s\) is even)
        Step-1 Move \((x_s+1, y_s/2+1, x_d, y_d)\)
        Go to Subcase-3A1 (If case)
    Else If (faulty node \(y_s\) is odd)
        Step-1 Move \((x_s, y_s+1, x_d, y_d)\)
        Go to Subcase-3C1 (If case)
    \}

Else If \((x_s = 3n) \&\& \text{(faulty node } x_s \text{ is on the line } x_s+1) \&\& \text{(faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)}\)
\{
    If (faulty node \(y_s\) is even)
        Step-1 Move \((x_s-1, y_s/2 +1, x_d, y_d)\)
        Go to Subcase-3A1 (Else case)
    Else If (faulty node \(y_s\) is odd)
        Step-1 Move \((x_s, y_s+1, x_d, y_d)\)
        Go to above case (for \(y_s\) even)
    \}

Sub case-3D1

If (faulty node is neighbor of \((x_d, y_d) \| \text{neighbor of neighbor of } (x_d, y_d)) \&\& \text{(faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)}\)
If \((x_s \mod 3=2)\)
    Go to Subcase-3C1 (for \(x_s \mod 3 = 2\)
Else If \((x_s = 3n)\)
\[\text{Go to Subcase-3C1 (for } x_s = 3n)\]

Example: Let \((X_s, Y_s) = (2, 3), (X_d, Y_d) = (2, 8)\) and the faulty node at \((1, 10)\) with depth 4.

Using the algorithm of Horizontal moves [1], We have the optimal path to reach the destination is: \((2,3) \rightarrow (1,5) \rightarrow (1,6) \rightarrow (2,4) \rightarrow (1,7) \rightarrow (1,8) \rightarrow (2,5) \rightarrow (1,9) \rightarrow (1,10) \rightarrow (2,6) \rightarrow (1,11) \rightarrow (1,12) \rightarrow (2,7) \rightarrow (1,13) \rightarrow (1,14) \rightarrow (2,8)\) The shortest path length is 15.

Now using the above algorithm we have the following fault free paths.

\((2,3) \rightarrow (1,5) \rightarrow (1,6) \rightarrow (2,4) \rightarrow (1,7) \rightarrow (1,8) \rightarrow (2,5) \rightarrow (3,5) \rightarrow (4,9) \rightarrow (4,10) \rightarrow (3,6) \rightarrow (4,11) \rightarrow (4,12) \rightarrow (3,7) \rightarrow (4,13) \rightarrow (4,14) \rightarrow (3,8) \rightarrow (2,8)\). The path length is 17.

Figure 5: [we have drawn only first 7 lines of the Octagon-Cell network of depth 4, which shows the fault free path]

Case: 4 Fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal move for lines \(m\),
Where \(m \mod 3 \neq 1\) [Move from right to left, if \((X_s = X_d \&\& Y_s > Y_d)\)]

Sub case-4A1

If (faulty node is any of two consecutive nodes of original source node)

If \((x_s \mod 3 = 2)\) {
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Step-1 Move } & (x_s + 1, y_s, x_d, y_d) \\
\text{Step-2 Move Horizontal Left till } & (y_s = y_d) \\
\text{Step-3 Move Vertical Top till } & (x_s = x_d)
\end{align*}
\]

} Else {
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If } (x_s = 3n) &= \, \text{Move } (x_s - 1, y_s, x_d, y_d) \\
\text{Step-2 Move Horizontal Left till } & (y_s = y_d) \\
\text{Step-3 Move Vertical Bottom till } & (x_s = x_d)
\end{align*}
\]

Subcase-4B1

If (faulty node is along the line on original source node) \| (faulty node is 3\textsuperscript{rd} consecutive node w.r.t original source node)

If \((x_s \mod 3 = 2) \&\& \) (original source node \(x_s =2)\) {
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Go to Subcase-4A1 (If } & \text{ case)} \\
\text{Else }&
\end{align*}
\]
If \(x_s > 2\)
Step-1 Move \((x_s - 1, 2y_s - 2, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-2 Move \((x_s, y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-3 Move \((x_s - 1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-4 Move \((x_s + 1, 2y_s - 2, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-5 Move \((x_s, y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
Step-6 Move \((x_s + 1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
Else If \((x_s = x_d) \&\& (y_s = y_d)\)
   Destination reached.
Else Move Horizontal Left till destination reached
Else If \((x_s = 3n)\)
   If \((x_s < [(d*5) + (d-2)]-1)\)
      \{
         Step-1 Move \((x_s+1, 2y_s - 2, x_d, y_d)\)
         Step-2 Move \((x_s, y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
         Step-3 Move \((x_s+1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
         Step-4 Move \((x_s-1, 2y_s - 2, x_d, y_d)\)
         Step-5 Move \((x_s, y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
         Step-6 Move \((x_s-1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
      
   Else If \((x_s = x_d) \&\& (y_s = y_d)\)
      Destination reached
   Else Move Horizontal Left till \((y_s = y_d)\)
   \}
Else If \((x_s = [(d*5) + (d-2)]-1)\)
   \{
      Step-1 Move \((x_s, y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
      Move Horizontal Left till \((y_s = y_d)\)
      Move Vertical Bottom till \((x_s = x_d)\)
   \}

Sub case-4C1

If \((x_s \mod 3 = 2) \&\& \) (Faulty node is at \(x_s - 1\), \(x_s\) is original source node) \&\& (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)
\{
   If (faulty node \(y_s\) is odd) 
      Step-1 Move \((x_s+1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
      Go to Sub case - 4A1 (If case)}
   Else If (faulty node \(y_s\) is even) 
      Step-1 Move \((x_s, y_s - 1, x_d, y_d)\)
      Go to Subcase-4C1 (If case i.e. odd condition)}

Else If \((x_s = 3n) \&\& \) (Faulty node \(x_s\) is on the line \(x_s +1\)) \&\& (faulty node is w.r.t the node which is other than the original source node)
\{
   If (faulty node \(y_s\) is odd) 
      Step-1 Move \((x_s - 1, y_s/2 + 1, x_d, y_d)\)
   \}
Go to Sub case - 4A1 (Else case)
Else If (faulty node $y_s$ is even) {
    Step-1 Move $(x_s, y_s-1, x_d, y_d)$
    Go to Sub case - 4C1 (for $x_s=3n$, $y_s$ is odd)
}

Sub case-4D1

If (faulty node is neighbor of $(x_d, y_d)$) || (neighbor of neighbor of $(x_d, y_d)$)
{
    If ($x_s$ mod 3=2)
        Go to Subcase-4C1 (for $x_s$ mod 3 = 2)
    Else If ($X_s = 3n$)
        Go to Subcase-4C1 (for $x_s = 3n$)
}

Example: Let $(X_s, Y_s) = (5, 9)$, $(X_d, Y_d) = (5, 6)$ and with link failure at $(5, 7)\rightarrow(4,12)$ with depth 4. This case is same with when the faulty node is $(5, 7)$. The algorithm will work w.r.t the node $(5, 8)$.

Using the algorithm of Horizontal moves [1], We have the optimal path to reach the destination is : $(5,9)\rightarrow(4,16)\rightarrow(4,15)\rightarrow(5,8)\rightarrow(4,14)\rightarrow(4,13)\rightarrow(5,7)\rightarrow(4,12)\rightarrow(4,11)\rightarrow(5,6)$. The shortest path length is 9.

Now using the above algorithm w.r.t the node $(5, 8)$ we have the following fault free paths.

$(5,9)\rightarrow(4,16)\rightarrow(4,15)\rightarrow(5,8)\rightarrow(4,14)\rightarrow(4,13)\rightarrow(3,7)\rightarrow(4,12)\rightarrow(4,11)\rightarrow(5,6)$. The path length is 9.

Figure 6: [we have drawn only first 7 lines of the Octagon-Cell network of depth 5, which shows the fault free path]

4. CONCLUSION

Octagon-Cell interconnected network has attractive features like small network diameter, better bisection width and constant node degree etc. This paper introduces a fault tolerant routing algorithm for horizontal moving messages in the Octagon-Cell interconnected network topology. If any system can’t solve the faulty problem, it is considered as unreliable and inefficient. We have already described the algorithm in [1], to find optimal path in any direction from source node to destination node in Octagon-Cell network. In our fault tolerant scheme, the optimal path is calculated from source to destination node for horizontal moving messages. If any fault occurs
along the path, the algorithm will find the alternative fault free path. This can be utilized in mobile networks and different wide range networks.
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